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Out-of-focus Intensfty distribution:
effects of focal number &nd aberration

6eorge A. K rala
!University of California, Los A ●mos National L8&;~4~tory

P. 0. 60X 1663, MS-455, 105 Alimos. N.M.

Abstract

Shock wave experiments contemplated on powerful CO lasers require uniform planar
tIlluminations over spot sizes much larger than the d ffraction limit focel spot size of

the focusin optics. Cost as well ●s space considerations limft one’s choice of opt~cs to
!parabolic n rrors with focal lengths between 78 and 150 cm and apertures to 35 cm.

Iiithln these constr&ints one either modifies the incident laser ener Y distribution to
modify the focal spot shape~ or works out of the focal #lcne. ?I ana yze the latter option
using a fast Fourier method to calculate the intensity distributions for two foual langths
(78 and 132 cm) and various measured optical distortions (Phase only) for the focusing
optics. 1 found that a 78 cm element produced more uniform spots of diameter 500 um. The
132 cm element was less sensitive to focusin2/positioning error thsn the 78 cm element.

IntIoductio~

In many of the experiments that study the interaction of laser radiation with matter,
one would likq to have as uniform an ~rradiance as possible in order to define one
quantity r&ther thhn a range for the intensities. Another requirement, char;~;;r~~tic of
shock wave expariments~ is the desirability to generate plane shock waves.
usually accomplished by having the area of the shock wave much larger than the target
thickness in the direction of the travel of the shock. For C02 lasers tha a“~as
contemplated are between 400 and 609 um. The uniformity of the laser spot is not very

- I~!3.~ Whilst pressure is not measured directly, the shock
critical since the sho w ve pressure (and lts speed) profile is weakly dependent on the
laser intensity, P

Thus ,- ~~!!}!~d hence
spe~d, a measurable quantity, in It of high pressures is proportional to the square
root of the pressure.

bvlv - AI/31. (1)

To get 10% variation In the shock velocity one can tolerate 30% non-uniformity in the
laser drive.

Using powerful CO lasers such as the Gemini or Helios Systems at LANL, very few
f●lternatives exist or the production of uniform illumination over small spot areas. The

most common method is to dsfocus the optics then use a small part of the illuminating
beam. In the design of the MARS laser we had the option of choosin the focal lengt of

?
1!

the focusin parabolas in order to:
!

minimize the wasted beams; min mize the ssnsltivlty
to position n (focusing); ~nd ntaximize the uniformity of the spot illumination, Physical

!constraints 1 mited the choice to 35 cm diameter focusing optics with a focal length of
●ither 70 or 132 ems.

G~!:w!~~::~~ ‘~~d~he study I have also included the effects of optical aberrations on
utilized the Laser Optical Train Simulstor (LOTS) code developed by

the intensity distributions. The ●berrations I included were actually measured
●berrations of typical optical elements that were utilized in LANL la~er

Commutations

The central part of the computation 1s th evaluat’
!diffraction integral for the wave amplitude :

2 lu(R/a)2
‘(U’V4’*) - - + * e H

m
●

systems.

on of the Fresnel-K rchoff

t~ (k,s,e+dode
(2)

k is the wave number, A is the wave length and n is the phase;

+m(k,o~s,w) = ko (009) - vo COS (o -W) - U 02 (3)

where; R is the radius of the @ua8sian refbtrence sphere that passes through the center



o? the focusing optics; a is the radius of the focusing optics Pupil; and u and v are the
two ‘optfcal coordinates” with respect to the image point. Uhen there Is no ebevratlon:

u m r sln~ - ~ 4)a2z (4)

(5)

@(o,o) Is the aberration function, and represents the devfatlon of the wave front from
the spherical (Gaus$lan) wavefront at the exit pupil of the focusing optics, The
aberration function Is us ally deduced from measured Interferograms using a fringe
reductfon pro ram FRINGE.

?
I The aberration funct!on Is expanded in a power series of

Zernlke c!rcu ar polynomials and is stored. Table I shows the first eight polynomials,
In the ordQr stored In the computer, as well as typical numbers that were used In the
present study. The optical path difference OPO Is calculated as follows:

OPD.A x Cn Rn (o,e) (6)
n=l

TABLE I

Term Polynomial Correspondence SALrn PAR/1 PAR/Z

fl Constant +0.0000 -0.0003 +0.0000
r cos ● Tilt +0.0000 +0.0029

;
~i!’: ;

-0.0038
+000001 -0.0021 -0.0045

4 Oefocus
5

-0.0100 -0.2205 +0.0018
Cos 2 ● Astlgmatlsmb ;;:;;;:

6
-0.0135 -0,0898

3r~!~ 2rFos ●

r2 Defocus -0.0615 +0.0250

; [1
Coma & -0.0178 -0.1202 +0.0193

3r -2 rsln ● Tilt -C.0692 +0.5330 -0.0348

Tho source Is usually d’ivlded Into a 64 x 64 matrix of points. A fast fourler
transform method Is then used to calculate the Intensity and phhse dlstrlbutlors In any
required plane. Ffgure 1 shows the OPO map at the exit pupfl of the optics.

-&#? “ “%9?”

Fig. 1, OPD map of the aborratlons corresponding to Table 1. a) Is for the salt
window; b] Is for the older parabola/l; and c) fs for the new parabola/2.



Effects of ●barratlons

Many calculations have been ❑ad ●st19ate the effect of lndlvldual aberrations on
the image Intensity dlstrlbutlon. ~,li”~~~ever, In the present case we were Interested in
the total effect of real measured aberrations on the lntenslty dlstrlbutlons out of the
focal plane. For a given “Geometric” radius, the optical parameters u and v are ●qual.
Hence, the out-of-focus axial posltlon Z, where the spot size ●quals the geometric radius
rg Is given by:

Z = (f/a) rg (7)

where f 1s the focal length of the focusing ●lement. For a=17.5 cm, f = 132 cm,

‘!
= 250 Mm, and Z = 2000 IIm. The effects of the three aberrations listed in Table I

a e shown In the three dimensional plots of Fig. 20 The intensity fs plotted in a plane
perpendicular to the optics axis, and at ● distance of -2000 pm from the unaberrated focal
posltlon. The negative number means we are shifted towards the focusing opttcs. The
companion Fig. 3 shows a slice along the y axis through the center of the spot.

It 1s Interesting to note that the effect of the parabola/2 aberrations was much less
than those from parabola/1. The parabolas were both diamond turned, but represent two
vintages. Parabola/2 was vintage 1979 while parabola/1 was vintage 1976. Cor.slderable
Improvement in machining quality Is evident. Parabola/l had ODP ●rror of AI1O R?4S
[0.6 A peak to valley], while parabola/2 had an RMS OPD error of a/25 [corresponding to a
peak to valley error of x/5]. The effects of the aberrations of parabola/2 was not onl

kto shift the focus a llttle, but to Incr?ase the non-un!formlty by a factor of 2, ta 50 .
Parabola/l ontthe other hand has such savere aberrations that the soot shat!ewos neither
symmetric nor flat topped.

Parabola F-132 cm
%??&--

.—

Par&&F-& cm
am=~&ll

F?d, 2, Effect of aberrations at e flrned focal length. a) aberration due to parab@la/2~

I
b aberration due to the older parabola/l; c) aberration due to a salt window; and
d reference case of no aberration,



In &dd~tlon to the aberration of the focusing optic$ Figs. 2 and 3 show the effect of a
salt window (before the parabola) on the Intensity dlstrlbutlon. Its effects were slmllar
to, but more severe than, the p8rabola/2,. Changing the axial position dld no: produce a
uniform dlstrlbutlon over a 500 Mm dfameter $Pot $~ze.

Effect of the focal length

Uhllc a 500 vm geometrtc spot size required an axial posltlon -2000 Mm lnslde the focus
of a 132 cm p’rabola, a parabola with focal length 78 cm required an axial posltlon
-1100 vm the focus. Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate the effect of the focal length on
the aber .ced beam.

It Is seen that for moderate aberrations the shorter focal length Inttnslty dlstrtbut~on
had more structure, as expected from diffraction theory. However, the uniformity for
shorter focal length defined as

Unlformlty =(Peak-Vclley)/(Peak+Valley) (8)

was reduced from 50%at 132 cm to 37% at 70 cm. Equally as important the average
intensity for the 78 cm parabola was also higher hy about qO%.

For ● severely aberratcd parabola, ~lg. G shows the affect of the focal length, The
132 cm focal Jength Is more uniform and more closely app?~xlmates thn geometric spot
size. However, both distributions are not useful for goof! shock wave experiments.
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Fig, 3. Effect of abberations at a ffxed focal Io;tth.
I

A sltce of the ~nt~nstty
distribution parallel to the y axfs at x = o, a) a erratlon due to parab~lfi/2,

I
b aberration due to the older parabola/1, c) ab~rratlon due to a salt W\ndO!?, and
d reference case of no aberration,
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Concluslonl$ummary

The study shows that for moderate optical aberrations, the shorter focal length focusing
optics tend to give more unfformo higher average tlluminatlon Intensity, but more
structured Illumfnatfon, within a 500 um laser $Pot size than using the lon9er focal
lengt~~optics. On the other hand, for strong aberrations, there is a very slight
●dvantage to using longer focal length optics. Longer focal length optics has another
advantage, namely, less sensitivity to axial positioning errors.
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